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A review was conducted of the Food and Drug
Administration's (FDA's) financial disclosure system for special
Government employees (SGEs), which is designed tc protect
against conflicts of interest. Files of 906 SGEs were reviewed
to determine whether all confidential statements of eaployuent
and financial interests were filed and reviewed in a timely
manner and properly filed and adequately reviewed. The
evaluation of the financial disclosure system also concerned
FDA's: (1) policy for making conflict-of-intGrest
determinations; (2) procedures to prevent SGEs serving on
committees from participating in restricted activities; and (3)
system to publicly disclose potentially contataversial cases.
Pindings/Conclusions: Some statements were not filed or were
untimely filed. FDA officials did not always have required
Information for making conflict-of-interest determinations and
determinations were not always documented. Generally,
restrictions Flaced on the activities of consultants were not
applied to the activities of non-product-oriented advisory
committee members. In many cases, potential conflict-of-interest
situations were not publicly disclosed, and there were
inconsistencies in the nature and format of information
disclosed in memoranda. Recommendations: The financial
disclosure system should be improved by: (1) clearly stating
policy and developing procedures for SGEs working in
non-product-oriented capacities representing special interests;
(2) improving the form used to collect financial disclosure
information and - procedures for reviewing the statements; and
(3) developing procedures specifying what information should be
contained in public disclosure memoranda. The policy guidance
should be submitted to the Office of the Secretary of the



Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and to the Xivil
Service Commission for approval. (SW)
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REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

The Food And Drug Administration's
Financial Disclosure System For
Special Government Employees:
Progress And Proble!ms

The Food and Drug Administration oi the
Department .f Health, Education, and
Weifare has progressed considerably in tr e
past year in developing its system for speci-
Government employees to protect against
conflicts of interest. These employees are
hired as temporary staff to provide special-
ized advice.

GAO recommends that the Food and [ rug
Administration finalize deveiopmen' of
policy and supporting procedures. Va, ious
errors and inconsistencies in the case files
resulted from the lack of definitive policy.

GAO also recommends (1) procedures to
makr e sure that special Government employees
do not participate in restricted matters and
(2) improvements in the system to publicly
reveal controversial interests.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

i/I.~~~ ~WASHIC MON, D.C. RUI

B-103987

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses progress and problems in the
development of the Food and Drug Administration's finan-
cial disclosure system for special Government employees.
Although we have issued a series of reports on financial
disclosure systems for regular employees, this is our
first covering spec al Government employees.

We made this review at the request of the Chairman,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, House Com-
mittee on Interstate and Fcreign Commerce. Our authority
is the Budge and Accounting Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and
the Accounting and Auditing Act cf 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

As instructed by the Chairman, we did not obtain
formal comments. However, we discussed the report with
the Associate Conmissioner for Administration and other
agency staffs in the Food and Drug Administration respon-sible for the financial disclosure system. We also dis-
cussed the report with officials in the Office of the
General Counsel, Department of Health, Education, and Wel-fare. Their comments, where appropriate, were considered
in this report.

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; and the Secretary, Health,
Education, and Welfare; the Commissioner, Food and Drug
Administration; and other interested parties.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE FOOD AND DRUG

REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ADMINISTRATION'S FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE SYSTEM FOR
SPECIAL GOVERNMENT EMPIOYEES:
PROGRESS A4D PROBLEMS

DP IGEST

The Food and Drug Administration, an organiza-
tion within the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare (HEW), is a principal consumer
protection and regulatory agency of the Govern-
ment, charged with enforcing Federal laws in-
volving food, drugs, medical devices, and cos-
metics. Special Government employees augment
the agency's regular full-time staff, providing
technical knowledge essential to the agency.
To maintain public confidence in Food and Drug
Administration decisions these employees must
adhere to the highest ethical standards.
(See pp. 2 and 28.)

How do conflict-of-interest statutes for special
Government employees apply to the Food and Drug
Administration? Problems in answering this
question have hindered the agency's development
of policy to protect against special Govern-
ment employee conflicts of interest. (See pp.
13 and 15.) The agency thinks it has finally
answered this question (see p. 15) but it
needs to develop its policy further and sub-
mit it to HEW and the Civil Service Commission
for approval. It also needs to develop sup-
porting procedures. (See p. 18.)

-- In January 1976, the agency issued, in draft,
policy to be used on a pilot basis. Before
then, conflict-of-interest issues were re-
solved case by case. Revised policy was
issued in October 1976 based in part on GAO's
review. (See pp. 10 and 15.)

-- GAO found numerous errors and inconsistencies
in case files. (See ch. 5.) These were
directly attributable to the lack of formal
policy before January 1976 and to the fact
that the policy issued at the time was in
draft to be used on a pilot basis. See pp.
23 and 28.)

Ifl5lil. Upon removal, the report i FPCD-76-99
cover ate should be noted nereon.



-- GAO did not find any cases involving actual
conflicts of interest. But the scope of GAO's
review was not sufficiently broad to enable
GAO to find such cases should they exist. No
comparison was made between specific financial
interests and individual duties and responsi-
bilities (See pp. 31 and 32.)

-- The Food and Drug Administration believes
that it is in the forefront of policy de-
velopment for special Government employees.
(See p. 13.) But GAO is still concerned
because present guidance does not provide
policy for all special Government employees.
(See pp. 16 and 17.)

The Food and Drug Administration needs to de-
velop procedures to make sure that special Gov-
ernment employees serving on committees do
not participate in matters in which they are
disqualified by employment or other financial
Interests. Based on tests made by GAO, the
Food and Drug Administration officials
charged with this responsibility did not
always have required information. (See p. 19.)

The Food and Drug Administration further needs
to formalize its system of public disclosure
to make sure that potentially controversial
interests held by special Government employees
are described clearly and consistently. (See
pp. 20 through 22.)

GAO recommends that the Secretary, HEW,
actively assist the Food and Drug Administra-
tion in developing a policy to protect against
conflicts of interest and to resolve difficult
policy issues. (See p. 29.)

GAO also recommends that the Secretary, HEW,
direct the Commissioner of the Food and Drug
Administration to take steps to improve its
system (see pp. 29 and 30) including:
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-- Completing system development which in-
volves (1) developing policy to provide
guidance for special Government employees not
covered by present policy guidance, (2) sub-
mitting its policy guidance to HEW and the
Civil Service Commission for approval,
(3) developing specific procedures to
make sure policy is implemented, and (4)
improving the form used to collect fi-
nancial disclosure information.

--Issuing guidelines clearly defining the
responsibilities and organizational level of
officials making the initial conflict-of-
interest recommendation.

--Formalizing the system to make sure that
special Government employees do not parti-
cipate in agency matters in which they
have financial interests and hence are dis-
qualified.

-- Developing written procedures setting forth
what informition should be contained in
public disclosure memoranda and the format
to be used, so the information will be
presented clearly and understandably.

This review was requested by the Chairman,
Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee,
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
The primary concerns were:

-- The effectiveness of the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration's financial disclosure system
for special Governmenit employees.

--Whether financial disclosure statements are
promptly filed by the special Government em-
ployees and reviewed by the agency.

--Whether special Goverrment employees appear
to have financial conflicts of interest
which could affect the quality and objec-
tivity of their work for the agency. (See
p. 31.)
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GAO was asked by the requestor not to obtain
formal comments. However, GAO discussed the
report with the Associate Commissioner for
Administration and other aqency staff in the
Food and Drug Administration responsible for
the financial disclosure system. GAO also
discussed the report with officials in the
Office of the Genera' Counsel, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. Their
comments, where appropriate, were considered
in drafting the report.

This is GAO's first report on financial dis-
closure for special Government employees and on.
in a series of reports or, financial disclosure
systems in the Government. (See app. I.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This i our secord report on the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration's (FDA's) financial disclosure system. In the
earlier report entitled "Financial Disclosure Systei, for
Employees of the Food and Drug Administration Needs Tighten-
ing" (FPCD-76-21, Jan. 19, 1976), we discussed FDA's finan-
cial disclosure system for regular employees. This report
discusses the system for protecting against conflict of
interest for special Government employees (SGEs) and the ac-
tions which are needed to strengthen this system.

As of May 31, 1976, FDA had 810 SGEs. Approximately
480 of these were voting members of public advisory commit-
tees and another 37 were nonvoting consumer and industry
representatives to these committees. The majority of the
remaining SGEs were consultants and experts to committees.

Most SGEs in FDA are principally employed by universities
and hospitals. Other employers are foundations and Govern-
ment agencies. Industry representatives come almost exclu-
sively from FOA-regulated industries.

The term "special Government employee" has been broadly
defined in 18 U.S.C., section 202 (a), as an officer or em-
ployee of the Government who is retained, designated, ap-
pointed, or employed to perform, with or without compensa-
tion, temporary duties either on a full-time or intermittent
basis for a period of not more than 130 dais during any
period of 365 consecutive days. This does iot mean, however,
that every person who performs temporary du:ies with a Gov-
ernment agency must be an SCE. The term SG!7 is limited to
those persons who have an employee-employer relationship
with the agency concerned (See 5 U.S.C. 2105(a)).

There is no specific statutory requirement that
members of public advisory committees be appointed as
SGEs. 1/ Where a member's temporary duties on a public
advisory committee result in an employee-employer relation-
ship, however, appointirrnt as an SGE would be required.
If a member serves strictly in a representative capacity,
as in tho case of FDA's consumer and industry representa-
tives, there is no requirement to appoint that member as
an SGE. 2/ However, an agency, at its discretion, mai

1/Federal Advisory Committet Act, 5 U.S.C., appendix I.

2/Federal Personnel Manual, chapter 73S, appendix C, pages
735-C-4 and 5.
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require that members serving in a representative capacity
be SGEs, thus making them subject to the conflict-of-
interest laws.

FDA's MISSION

FDA, a constituent agency of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW), is a principal consumer
protection agency of the Federal Government enforcing the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and other related laws.

FDA's major task is to prevent adulteration or misbrand-
ing of fords, drugs, medical devices, and cosmetics. It is
likewise concerned with the safety of a host of chemical
products, biological products, and electronic equipment
which emi,-s radiation. In pursuing these activities, FDA
must be responsive to many groups and individuals who are
concerned with the health needs of the Nation.

SGE's RODE

FDA believes tiat it is not rossible to maintain
in-house all the many kinds of scientific talent required
for intermittent, but high priority work. Thus, the regular
full-time FDA staff is augmented by SGEs who are individuals
with knowledge and judgment in a specific field and quali-
fied by training and experience to evaluate information and
interpret its significance under various circumstances.
Each is expected to be a leader in his profession and fully
conversant with the most advanced expression of its scienti-
fic basis, clinical or technical applications, and societal
implications. These individuals rep'esent the diversity of
judgment, outlook, and background %hich FDA believes essen-
tial to balanced and effective programs. FDA has taken the
n-sition that without the use of SGEs it could not discharge

s scientific and regulatory responsibilities at the level
.ll.ch the safety and health of the public warrants.

Most SGEs are members of public advisory committees or
serve as consultant' and experts to these committees. All
voting members and many nonvoting members on these commit-
tees are SGFs.

Public advisory committees assist FDA by holding public
hearings, reviewing and making recommendations on matters
pending before FDA. Th se committees supplement the knowl-
edge and judgment which is generated internally in FDA and
can be brought to bear (n the broad range of areas in which
FDA is responsible. According to FDA, these committees are
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strictly advisory and have no direct operating or administra-
tive authority.

FDA had 60 public advisory committees at the time of
our review. The number of committees changes from time
to time; one new committee was established in each of the
last 2 years. Most committees have a limited life, func-
tioning from 2 to 6 years or until their mission is com-
pleted. These committees meet formally from 1 to 12 times
a year.

Voting committee members generally do not represent
any particular interest group or organization. Nonvoting
consumer and industry members, however, serve in a liaison
function with those whom they represent. Voting committee
members have a greater capacity to influence agency 6cci-
sions than nonvoting members. Their position on issues is
a matter of record and is expected to be arrived at objec-
tively and independently, totally free from bias motivated
by an affiliation with a particular interest.

Consumer liaison members are nominated and ~elected by
consumer organizations and other interested conIclmers. In-
dustry members are selected by industry associations. It
is the responsibility of these members to represent the
ccnsumer and industry interests fairly in all delibera-
t ons; they must exercise restraint and not engage in un-
seemly advocacy or attempt to exert undue influence over
the other members of the advisory committee. The need for
consumer and industry representation is determined on a
cc ,iittee by committee basis and, in most cases where one
interest is present, so is the other.

Most industry representatives are not SGEs and, there-
fore, are not subject to SGE conflict-of-interest regula-
tions ard do not file financial disclosure statements. FDA
does not require either consumer or industry representatives
to become SGEs. To attend closed committee meetings, con-
sumer representatives must be SGEs whereas industry repre-
sentatives may not attend meetings closed for the purpose
of discussing trade secrets even if they are SGEs.

CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST PROBLEMS

Many of the characteristics which make SGEs desirable
(wide experience, a; active role in the development and
advancement of new products and techniques, a close relation-
ship with other Federal agencies as well as with the non-
Federal community) create problems in terms of conflict of
interest which are far greater than for regular employees.
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-- Regular employees customarily derive most if not
all of their income from FDA employment. SGEs
normally have other employers as well as outside
financial interests, and the income derived from
FDA is often minor in relation to that derived
from other sources. Some SGEs serve without com-
pensation. Compensated SGEs received an average
of $1,558 in 1975 ranging from a low of $64 to
slightly under the maximum allowable of $16,744.

-- While it is possible to eliminate conflicts for
regular employees by such actions as job reassign-
ment and divestiture of controversial interests,
such solutions are often not appropriate for SGEs.
FDA is generally not the primary employer; the
maximum tenure in any one assignment is 130 days
a year for a period of up to 4 years.

FDA has recognized that often a highly qualified person
cannot be found who is totally free from non-Federal employ-
ment or private financial interests that present potential
for conflict of interest. Its Staff Manual Guide (FDA
2111.1) issued in July 1975, states:

"It will not always be possible for FDA to obtain
the services of a competent consultant, expert,
or committee member who does not have some sort
of relationship with regulated industry. In ad-
dition, a group of consultants to FDA may of neces-
sity be composed largely or wholly of persons
representing a common class, group, or interest
whose regular employers might benefit or appear
to benefit from the actions of the group. How-
cer, in many cases, only in such groups can
the necessary ekperiise needed by FDA be obtaiined."

FDA is concerned about this problem and its implications
in terms of the continued use of SGEs. FDA firmly believes
that the conflict-of-interest statutes were not intended to
deny the Federal Government access to the highest quality
scientific and medical advice. The Congress has demonstrated
its concern over this possible inaccessibility by making the
conflict-of-interest prohibitions less stringent for SGEs
than for regular employees.

4



CHAPTER 2

STATUTORY PROHIBITIONS AND THE DEPARTMENT'S

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

STATUTORY PROHIBITIONS

Before 1962 the Federal conflict-of-interest laws
applied equally to full-time and part-time employees. In
1962 the Congress recognized that the restraints placed on
part-time employees were unduly restrictive and hindered
the Government in obtaining expert advice. The Senate
Judiciary Committee report on a bill to amend the conflict-
of-interest statutes stated:

"In considering the application of present law in
relation to the Government's utilization of tem-
porary or internmittent consultants and advisers,
it must be emphasized that most of the existing
conflict-of-interest statutes were enacted in the
19th century--that isr at a time when persons
outside the Government rarely served it in this
way. The laws were therefore directed at activi-
ties of regular Government employees, and their
present impact on the occasionally needed experts--
those whose main work is performed outside the
Government--is unduly severe. This harsh impact
constitutes an appreciable deterrent to the Govern-
ment's obtaining needed part-time services."

* * * * ,i

"At this date it is no longer open to question
that many, if not most of the departments and
agencies find it necessary for the optimum
performance of their tavks to make use of the
skill, talent, and experience of leaders in
the ciences, business, and the professions
whose regular work is conducted in private
spheres. Today's Government requires the
part-time services of thousands of such per-
sons to deal with problems of increasing com-
plexity and scope. It can scarcely be ques-
tioned that a satisfactory means must be found
of facilitating the employment of these in-
dividuals by the departments and agencies, as
needed, without relaxing basic ethical stand-
ards or permitting actual conflicts of interest."
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The resulting legislation, a criminal statute (18 U.S.C.
201-218), established the category of "special Government em-
ployee" and required generally less stringent restrictions on
these employees than those applicaLle to regular Government
employees. For example, 18 U.S.C. 209, which prohibits a
regular employee's receipt of pay from private sources in
certain circumstances, specifically excludes SGEs from its
coverage.

The most pertinent restrictions placed on SGEs are set
forth in sections 203, 205, 207, and 208 of 18 U.S.C. Sec-
tions 203 and 205 contain prohibitions affecting the activi-
ties of SGEs in their private capacities. Section 207
contains prohibitions affecting the activities of SGEs after
'heir Government employment is ended.

Section 208 prohibits an SGE, in the course of his
official duties, from participating personally and sub-
stantially in a particular matter in which, to his knowledge,
he, his spouse, minor child, partner, or a profit or non-
profit enterprise with which he is connected has a financial
interest. Under 208(b) an agency may grant an SGE an ad hoc
exemption fror this prohibition if the interest is deemed not
so substantial as to affect the integrity of his service.
An agency may also waive certain financial interests by a
general rule or regulation which are considered too remote
or too inconsequential to affect the integrity of an SGE's
services. Our review focused primarily on section 208 pro-
visions.

While the Congress lessened the restrictions placed on
SGEs, it emphasized the need for greater administrative super-
vision. In commenting on the proposed 1962 legislation, the
chairman of the cognizant Senate Subcommittee stated:

"* * * we have created a "special Government
employee" for whom the restraints * * * have
been relaxed under the biil. This was done to
permit the Government to be able to bring ad-
visers and consultants in temporarily--a prob-
lem which unCer present law is difficult, as
the report indicates.

'T wish to emphasize that there will have to be
close administrative regulation of this provi-
sion. Among the reiulaticns should be current
statements of their financial interests, a con-
tinuous scrutiny of the role and the need for
the individual in the agency, and of the ap-
pearance of these employees on behalf of non-
Government organizations and enterprises.
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"These individual views of mine are in the
nature of a warning and a caution to the
executive branch to be more alert and to be
more vigilant where we have relaxed this
cc.lflict-of-interest provision."

EXECUTIVE ORDER

In 1963, the President recognized the need for employing
highly skilled persons on a temporary basis, but he was also
acutely aware of the potential for conflict of interest. In
a memorandum 1/ to the heads of executive departments and
agencies, the-President stated:

"The temporary or intermittent adviser or con-
sultant and the department or agency which em-
ploys him both must be alert to the possibility
of conflict. It is, of course, incumbent upon the
adviser or consultant to familiarize himself with
the laws and regulations which are applicE le to
him. The responsibility of the department or
agency is equally great. It is important that it
oversee his activities in order to insure that the
public interest is protected from improper conduct
on his part and that he will not, through ignorance
or inadvertence embarrass the Government or himself.
It must assist him to understand the pertinent laws
and regulations. It must obtain from him such in-
formation concerning his financial interests as is
necessary to disclose possible conflicts. It must
take measures to avoid the use of his services in
any situation in which a violation of law or regula-
tion is likely to occur. And it must take prompt
and proper disciplinary or remedial action when a
violation, whether intentional or innocent, is
detected."

In 1965, the President issued Executive Order 11222,
part III of which prescribed standards of ethical conduct for
SGEs. This order states that SGEs must refrain from any use
of public office which is motivated by or gives the appearance
of being motivated by the desire for private gain for himself
or other persons, particularly those with whom he has family
business, or financial ties. It also directed the Civil

1/This memorandum was revoked by Executive Order 11222.
However, the substance of the memcrandum is still con-
tained in the Federal Personnel Manual, Chapter 735,
Appendix C.
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Service Commission (CSC) to establish implementing regula-
tions and to approve standards of conduct established by
each agency. In November 1965, CSC issued instructions re-
quiring each agency to prepare standards of employee conduct
and to establish a system for reviewing employee financial
disclosure statements.

DEPARTMENT'S RECiLATICN

Pursuant to the Executive order and CSC's implementing
instructions, in March 1966, HEW issued a regulation (45
C.F.R. 73.735) governing employees' responsibilities and
conduct. Only Subpart L of the regulation applies to SGEs.
It states that :n SGE must conduct himself according to
ethical behavior of the highest order and prescribes stand-
ards for adherence.

SGEs are required by this regulation to submit a
statement which reports (1) all other employment and (2) the
financial interests which relate either directly, or indi-
rectly, to his duties and responsibilities. These statements
are required at the time of employment and are to be kept cur-
rent throughout the period of employment.

In 1972, the Department issued supplemental regulations
(45 C.F.R. 73a.735) providing interpretive definitions to
the Department's regulation and additional requirements
for FDA's regular employees. It stated that since FDA is a
unique consumer protection and regulatory agency within the
Department, the Department's regulation needed further sup-
plementation to reflect this role. The Department has not
issued supplemental regulations covering SGEs.

The Assistant General Counsel, Business and Administra-
tive Law Division, Office of the General Counsel, wes desig-
rated the Department's ethics counselor to give advice and
.minister regulations governing SGE's responsibility and

conduct. If the ethics counselor cannot resolve a conflict,
pertinent infoimation is forwarded to the Secretary of HEW,
for his consideration.

FDA's Associate and Deputy Associate Commissioner for
Administration and the Director, Policy Management Staff,
are responsible for making a conflict-of-interest deter-
mination based on statements submitted by SGEs on employ-
ment and financial interests which must be filed (1) prior
to initial appointment and (2) annually prior to reappoint-
ment.
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM TO PROTECT AGAINST

CONFLICT OF INTEREST FOR SGEs

HOW SGEs ARE APPOINTED

FDA advertises in the Federal Register for (1) position
openings resulting from the establishment of new committees
and (2) vacancies which are to occur during the next 12 months
for existing committees. These notices state the function of
the committees, qualifications required, and term of the of-
fice. For nominations submitted, a summary of the candidate's
qualifications is required and, except for industry represen-
tatives, a statement that the individual appears to have no
conflict of interest that would preclude committee member-
ship. Industry representatives are selected by industry
associations.

Most committee openings are presently being filled from
responses to Federal Register notices. Occasionally,
nominations are solicited from committee members already ap-
pointed and by mass mailings to various professional and
scientific groups.

The sequence of steps followed before the initial ap-
pointment of an SGE are:

1. An official in the sponsoring bureau/office (usually
an executive secretary) contacts the prospective SGE
to determine his interest, availability, suitability,
and possible conflicts of interest.

2. The committee management officer of the sponsoring
office forwards the necessary appointment forms,
including the FD-2637, "Confidential Statement of
Employment and Financial Interest," to the nominee.

3. An official in the sponsoring bureau/office reviews
the appointment forms and initially states in writing
whether a conflict of interest exists.

4. The Director, Policy Management Staff, reviews the
appointment forms, including the "Confidential
Statement of Employment and Financial Interest,"
and makes the final determination whether a con-
flict exists.

9



At any point during the process, the prospective member
can be eliminated from further consideration for any of a num-
ber of reasons, one being that a conflict of interest has been
identified which cannot be resolved. If a conflict is not con-
sidered serious, it will normally be resolved by restricting
the SGE's participation in FDA activities which may relate to
this interest.

POLICY FOR MAKING CONFLICT-
OF-INTEREST DETERMINATIONS

In January 1976, FDA issued in draft a staff manual
guide in an initial effort to formalize policy and criteria
for dealing with SGE conflict-of-interest situations. Most
of the SGEs active at the time of our review had been ap-
pointed before this policy guidance was formalized. For-
merly, FDA had been rendering case by case judgments based
solely on the Federal conflict-of-interest statutes and
Subpart L of the Department's regulation. Because of FDA's
sophisticated programs anid extensive use of SGEs, these
general guidelines were proven inadequate in resolving
co,Lflict-of-interest matters on a uniform and equitable
basis.

This guide was issued in draft to be used on a pilot
basis because FDA wanted experience with the policy before
making it final. The guide described the specific applica-
tion of the Federal statutes to FDA situations and set forth
restrictions on an SGE's participation in FDA activities based
on past or existing interests. It also described certain
restrictions on outside activities and Interests during and
after FDA employment.

Substantial interests which would normally preclude em-
plovment fell in three categories: financial assets, consult-
.t relationships, and research grants and contracts. The
-its specified below applied only to interests involving
roducts" in the industry "regulated by the particular

bureau/office" with which the SGE was being considered for
employment.

Category cf interest Limit

Financial assets $10,000 present market value

Consultant fees $1,000 in past year with
regulated firms

Research grants and contracts $5,000 from one firm or total
of $25,000 from all regulated
firms in the past year

10



Interests below the limits set forth above would not
allow unrestricted participation by SGEs in FDA matters. The
following is a summary of restrictions on an SGE's participa-
tion based on past or existing interests.

Category of Restric-
interest Situation tions

Financial Advisory committee member who
assets holds less than $2,000 in assets

in any one regulated firm None

Expert or consultant who holds
less than $2,000 in assets in any
regulated firm (a)

Assets of more than $2,000 in any
one regulated firm but less than
$10,000 in all regulated firms (a)

$10,000 in assets in regulated
firms ' (b)

Consultant None in past 12 mu, ths None
fees

Less than $1,000 remuneration
in past 12 months (a)

Greater than $1,000 remuneration
in past 12 months (b)

Consulted on matter now pending
before FDA (a)

Research None in past 12 months None
grants and
contracts

Less than $5,000 from one firm
or $25,000 from all firms in past
12 months (a)

Greater than $5,000 from one firm
or $25,000 from all firms in past
12 months (b)

Investigator Past or present investigation on an
application currently peniding be-
fore the agency (C)
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Category of Restric-
interest Situation tions

Investigator Application not pending, but in-
dividual is prominently identified
with a particular point of view ra-
garding a problem (c)

a/Restricted from participating in regulatory matters or pro-
viding advice on products involving firms in which he has
financial interest or firms producing closely competing
products. Restrictions are to be made a matter of record
on the HEW-41C, "Supplemc.Lt', !rrormation--Expert or Consult-
ant."

b/Conflict-of--Interest Review Board must approve employment
and determine degree of participation. (Public disclosure
of these cases is currently being used in lieu of a review
board.)

c/Restricted from participating in regulatory matters or pro-
viding advice regarding the application or problem with
which he has an association.

Limitations are also placeu on new interests acquired
during employment. All increases in financial interests
relating to the employing bureau/office must be approved
by FDA except for increases in financial assets of $1,000
or less.

The "Confidential Statement of Employment and Financial
Interests" is used to collect information on past and present
employment relationships such as consultancy or through
grants, contracts, and research activities to determine what
ties exist with FDA-regulated industry as well as other
Federal agencies. Also, information is required concerning
promotion and advertising activities and financial in-
terests in products FDA regulates. Neither appointment nor
reappointment actions should be processed by the Personnel
Office without this form complete with a conflict-of-interest
determination by the Director, Policy Management Staff.

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE G CONTROVERSIAL CASES

An SGE's financial interests should be made a matter
of public record when they exceed the criteria stated in the
staff manual guide, are not explicitly covered by the guide,
or involve waivers or special restrictions. The facts and
issues surrounding these potentially controversial situations
are described in a memorandum available for review in FDA's
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Public Records and Documentation Center (PRDC). The
memorandum is commonly referred to in FDA as a PRDC memoran-
dum. It is also known as a four-way memorandum because
four signatures are required to formalize the memorandum:
(1) the prospective SGEs, (2) a responsible line official
in the sponsoring bureau/office, (3) the Assistant General
Counsel, and (4) the Associate Commissioner for Administra-
tion. These memoranda are renewed only when a change occurs
in an SGE's employment or financial interests.

FDA believes that public disclosure is the best way to
deal with situations involving SGEs which may have the ap-
pearance of a conflict of interest, particularly since op-
tions -hich are available in the case of regular employees,
such as job reassignment or a divesting of interests are
not appropriate. FDA policy is to avoid hiring individuals
with interests that would require issuing a PRDC memorandum,
if possible. FDA contends that there are situations where
available manpower in a specific scientific discipline is
limited to a few individuals who have needed qualifications.
On reappointments, public disclosure is often the only
alternative to terminating the individual in resolving cases
involving the appearance of conflicts of interest.

FDA has established a Conflict of Interest Review Board
which, in the future, will rule on cases having the appearance
of a conflict as well as review and make recommendations to
the Commissioner of FDA on policy matters relating to SGE
conflicts of interest.

PROBLEMShIN POLICY DEVELOPMENT

FDA believes it is in the forefront of policy development
relating to the use of SGEs and that this guidance represents
a pioneering effort within the Federal Government. Accord-
ing to FDA, however, the development of conflict-of-interest
regulations and guidelines for SGEs has been exceedingly dif-
ficult for the following reasons.

-- The present wording of the statutes creates problems
for FDA in a number of areas. For example, there is no
adequate definition as to what constitutes "personal
and substantial" participation, "acting as an agent,"
and what should be considered "too remote and incon-
sequential." FDA believes the statutes did not
anticipate the need to use a large number of SGEs
which must be drawn from a limited labor supply in
the scientific and academic community.
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-- FDA has not found any court precedents in the conflict-
of-interest area involving SGEs which might serve as
a guide in developing policy.

-- Many emerging interpretations of the statutes con-
flict with each other and it is difficult to deter-
mine which viewpoint should be used in developing
policy.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN SYSTEM

Since a large proportion of SGEs employed by FDA have
other employers and financial interests, it is essential
that FDA have a sound policy on which to base conflict-of-
interest determinations which provides guidance for all
groups under all working conditions and is supported by
formalized procedures. For this policy to be of maximum
benefit, the system to protect against conflict of interest
should make certain that SGEs do not participate in activi-
ties which, according to this policy, would disqualify them.
Potentially controversial cases should be described clearly
and consistently in public disclosure memoranda. This chap-
ter discusses problems with FDA's policy guidance and the
improvements we believe are needed to make the system more
effective.

PROBLEMS WITH POLICY GUIDANCE

Our review revealed various errors and points of con-
fusion in the January 1976 draft staff manual guide which
required clarification by agency officials. In analyzing
the draft guidance, we were also concerned whether all rel-
evant issues had been fully considered. Most of these con-
cerns centered on the SGE's employment ties with FDA-
regulated industry; employer's financial interests; total
involvement with FDA-regulated industry; and the extLnt
that all SGEs were covered by the policy guidance.

In October 1976, FDA revised its policy guidance
(see app. II) based on 9 months of operating experience with
formalized policy guidance. FDA believes that in drafting
this guide it has satisfactorily resolved the meaning of the
statutes as they relate to FDA employment. FDA made some
changes based on the concerns we expressed. This policy
has not been submitted to the Department or CSC for approval.
The new policy guidance:

-- Limits investments, employment, grants, and contracts
in a single firm to $5,000 before -equiring public
disclosure and clarified that in all cases these
limits apply only to firms involved with products
regulated by the employing bureau/office, A combina-
tion of investments and employment relationships in a
single firm may also warrant public disclosure even
though no single interest exceeds $5,000.
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-- States that the criteria is not rigid and may bemodified to fit individual situations. For example,where an SGE's university receives funds principallyfrom a firm involved with products regulated by theemploying bureau/office, a restriction on an SGE'sparticipation may be necessary.
-- Clarifies the circumstances under which an SGE'sparticipation in FDA activities are to be restrictedand where public disclosure is required.
while we believe this revised guidance significantlyadvanced policy development, we still have some concerns.Our primary concern is that the guidance does not providepolicy for certain groups of SGEs.

-- The guidance is directed at SGEs who deal with productswhich can be associated with specific firms. But about60 SGEs are members of (1) the National Advisory Foodand Drug Committee, (2) the Science Advisory Board, and(3) the Medical Radiation Advisory Committee which donot, or only sometimes, deal with products. In addi-tion, many of FDA's approximately 290 consultants andexperts work in areas which transcend any single classof products.

-- The guidance does not address what the policy is fornonvoting industry and consumer representatives topublic advisory committees who, at their election, maybecome SGEs. These representatives number about 65(37 of which are SGEs) but collectively hold about75 positions. One industry representative holds aposition on six panels and another holds a positionon four panels. FDA told us that pending a decisionas to whether it will continue using these represen-eAeives, no new representatives were being appointed.FDA also said that conflict-of-interest determina-tions on reappointments will be made on a case bycase basis.

-- The guidance does not address situations where votingmemberF of committees are selected from FDA-regulatedindustry. For example, the seven members on the Boardof Tea Experts are associated with the tea industrybecause the legislation establishing this board re-quires that they be experts in their field. The Tech-nical Electroni Product Radiation Safety StandardsCommittee requires that 5 of its 15 committee membersbe selected from the affected industries.
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Because the written policy guidance has not been clear
for these groups of employees, the practices found in review-
ing SGE's case files were inconsistent. Generally, restric-
tions were not placed on the activities of non-product-
oriented advisory committee members regardless of their finan-
cial interests, whereas consultants were restricted from par-
ticipating in all matters in which they had employment or
other financial interests. The rationale for these decisions
was not contained in the case files.

We believe it is simply not sufficient to place
limitations only on an SGE's employment and financial in-
terests with firms involved with products the employing
bureau/oifice regulates. Certain diversified firms are in-
volved with products which, to varying degrees, are regulated
by more than one FDA bureau/office. Appointing many individ-
uals with considerable financial interests related to FDA
activities increases the probability that a conflict-of-
interest situation may occur. Public confidence in FDA's
decisions could be affected adversely if many SGEs are per-
ceived to have significant financial interests related to
FDA activities.

We believe that FDA's policy should be clearly stated
for SGEs working in non-product-oriented capacities or
representing special interests either in a voting or non-
voting role. Further, we believe that FDA's practices in
excluding SGEs from activities in which they have employment
or financial interests should be consistent. In any event,
the rationale for the exclusions or nonexclusions should be
made clear in their files, to the extent it is not covered
in policy guidance.

Revisions needed in form used to
collect finanrial disclosure information

The "Confidential Statement of Employment and Financial
Interest" does not provide FDA with the information needed
to apply policy guidance. FDA said they were revising the
form which might, among other things, require information
on the dollar value of stock holdings, research grants and
contracts; consultancy earnings and time periods; and de-
tails of past and present involvements in petitions befoce
the agency. FDA officials tolA us that they had been ob-
taining supplementary data needed to conduct the conflict-
of-interest review, in accordance with staff manual guid-
criteria, without the use of any standardized document or
procedure since December 1975.
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In addition to not requesting all needed information,
various other modifications and revisions to this form
would make it more responsive to FDA's needs.

--Clarification is needed concerning how much change can
occur in each category of employment or financial in-
terests before it must be reported and approved by FDA.

--All financial interests in firms or organizations
should be reported, regardless of whether they involve
FDA-regulated products, rather than requesting that
the employee list only organizations which produce or
market products regulated by FDA. In this way FDA would
assume more responsibility for identifying potential
conflict-of-interest situations.

FDA officials stated that they had not revised this form
pending approva' of policy. Once this is done, FDA will then
be in a positiol to decide the format for gathering the infor-
mation needed tc implement the policy.

Policy needed concerning organizational
level and responsibili t ies
of reviewing officials

Formalized procedures are needed for reviewing the
"Confidential Statement of Employment and Financial Interest"
to assure that FDA's policy on conflict of interest is com-
pletely and accurately implemented. These procedures would
be particularly useful for individuals in bureaus or regional
offices who do this work infrequen;ly and need help in under-
standing what is expected to satisfy the policy guidance.

The responsibilities of the official making the initial
conflict of interest recommendation also need to be set forth

4riting, along with his position in the organization. The
uirector, Policy Management Staff, told us that, in his opin-
ion, this recommendation should be made at the bureau Deputy
Director level or above. In two bureaus the official making9
this recommendation was at the Deputy Director level, but in
the other four bureaus this official was the Committee Man-
agement Officer, the Executive Officer, an Assistant Direc-
tor, and a Division Director.

FDA officials agreed that these written procedures
would be helpful. However, the development of such proce-
dures would follow approval of policy and revision of the
statement.
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PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES TO PREVENT
COMMITTEE MEMBERS FROM PARTICIPATING
IN PROHIBITED MATTERS NEED IMPROVEMENT

The responsibility -or making sure that committee members
do not participate in matters in which they have employment
or other financial interests and are to be disqualified
rests with the executive secretary of each committee. We
were told that the executive secretaries were expected to
know what each member of their committees was prohibited
from participating in. The tests disclosed instances where
executive secretaries did not have all the information needed
to carry out this responsibility.

We talked to four executive secretaries, who stated that
they check the HEW-410 "Supplemental Information--Expert or
Consultant" listing of prohibited firms against the agenda
of the meetings to determine whether matters involving the
restricted companies _re coming before the committee. In
cases where the agenda -nly lists products,, it is the
responsibility of the executive secretary to r'iate these
products to specific firms involved with them. These of-
ficials said that generally the minutes of the committee
meetings stated who was disqualified, and in some cases
gave the reason, but that there was no standard format
used between committees or bureaus.

Three executive secretaries who preside over seven
committees stated that since these committees came into
existence they collectively could remember only eight occa-
sions in which members of these committees had been dib-
qualified from participating in a meeting. The other execu-
tive secretary, who is responsible for three committees,
stated that there had never been a case where a member on
any of these committees was disqualified from a meeting.

On May 31, 1976, a total of 88 members was on these
10 committees. We matched the restrictions which should
have been placed on 80 individuals (based on the conflict-
of-interest review) with the information in the hands of
these executive secretaries. The executive secretaries
did not have complete information on restrictions for 11
members and had no information for 1 member.

We believe that procedures need to be established to
make sure that the executive secretaries have ready access
to complete and current information on prohibited interest
for members of their committees.
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SYSTEM OF PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
NEEDS TO BE FORMALIZED

PRDC memoranda make public the facts and issues sur-
rounding potentially controversial situations. There are
approximately 680 SGEs with one or more employment: or
financial interests. FDA told us that in using the criteria
set forth in the January 1976 draft staff manual guide they
determined that certain information on 43 SGEs should be
publicly disclosed. As of August 31, 1976, 38 memoranda were
on file in FDA's Public Records and Documentation Center, 3
were in process, and 2 more were finalized but were not on
file. Most of these memoranda covered reappointments (only
6 cover initial appointments) and were processed in the last
year.

FDA has not developed written procedures setting forth
what information PRDC memoranda should include and in what
format. FDA officials told us that many practices had changed
since this system became effective early in 1975.

Inc listencies in the nature and format of the informa-
tion pres,. :ed in the memoranda, in our opinion, diminished
their effectiveness.

--In about one-half of the cases, the dollar amount of
the employment or financial interest was not stated
or the time frame (when applicable) relating to the
interest was not indicated.

-- In about 80 percent of the cases, the memoranda did
not state either the committee's function in relation
to the financial interest or whether this interest
is X .n a matter which comes before the employing
committee.

-- In about 40 percent of the cases neithe' the function
of the committee was discussed nor was any mention
made as to whether the interest would be of concern
to it.

In many instances, public disclosure of matters
described in the PRDC memoranda was not required.

-- In certain cases there was no indication that the
interests (financial assets, consultantships,
grants and contracts) involved products in the
industry regulated by the employing bureau or
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office. In some cases, the statement was made
that neither the company nor product came before
the SGE's committee. According to the staff
manual guide criteria, only interests in the em-
ploying bureau/office, above a specified dollar
limit, require public disclosure.

-- In some cases involving contracts and grants, the
SGE's university was the recipient and it appeared
that they were controlled by members of the faculty
other than the SGE. The staff manual guide states
that these interests are "too remote to affect the
integrity of the employee's services."

-- Based on the dollar criteria set forth in the staff
manual guide, public disclosure was not required for
4 of the 11 SGEs having stock interests disclosed in
these memoranda. Public disclosure was also not
required based on dollaL criteria in two cases in-
volving contracts and grants.

On the other hand, we found that certain financial
interests were up to 12 times the criteria limits and poten-
tial conflict-of-interest situations were not publicly dis-
closed.

-- In one case the final conflict-of-interest determina-
tion was made cn the condition that certain items
were to be disclosed in a PRDC memorandum. This
memorandum was not completed and FDA officials
could not explain why.

--In another case an SGE reported that he was involved
with two research grants totaling $500,000 from FDA-
regulated firms. He was prohibited from participating
in activities relating to these companies because
this research related to the work he was doing for
FDA. However, this situation was not publicly dis-
closed in a PRDC memorandum. FDA officials advised
us that a PRDC memorandum would be completed if this
indivdual was reappointed.

We aLso found that there was no procedure to make sure
that all finalized PRDC memoranda were available for public
review. Further, there was no requirement that the memoranda
on file be renewed upon the receipt of updated statements.

We found that two of the finalized memoranda were
apparently lost after being sent to the Public Records and
Documentation Center. Of the memoranda on file, five were
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more than 1 year old and there was no indication in the file
as to whether the information was still current.

FDA officials advised us that PRDC memoranda were updated
only when there was a change in the financial information on
file. In the absence of a change, they are to remain on file
indefinitely with no notation being made on the memoranda
that the information is still current.

Conclusion

FDA needs to formalize its procedures to make sure that
the facts surrounding potentially controversial cases are
presented in a clear and consistent manner.

The memoranda should:

-- State why FDA believes the interest is being made a
matter of public record.

-- Indicate the relationship between the interest and
the work done by the SGE.

-- Provide other relevant date, such as the dollar amount
of the interest and the period applicable to the inter-
est, if appropriate.

--Follow a consistent format for presenting the informa-
tion.

-- If more than 1 year old, indicate through periodic
notations that the information is still current.

We believe that the matters made public in these
memoranda should be consistent with FDA policy. Further,
the trigger mechanism for the preparation of these memoranda
should be consistently applied. Describing interests far
below the dollar criteria required by FDA policy gives a
-misleading impression as to what the criteria is and what
interests are routinely made public based on this criteria.
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CHAPTER 5

REVIEW OF FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS

We reviewed case files covering a total of 906 SGEs who
were active as of May 31, 1976. or were appointed or re-
appointed between May 31 and July 31, 1976. Generally, we
found that financial disclosure statements were being filed
by SGEs and reviewed by FDA in a timely manner and in accord-
ance with FDA policy. As discussed below, however, we found
cases where (1) statements were missing, (2) conflict-of-
interest determinations were tardy, (3) financial disclosure
information was not current at the time of appointment, and
(4) required information was either not recorded or unclear.

On a selected basis, we reviewed several of these files
in greater detail to gain a better overall perspective as to
the effectiveness of FDA's system. This aspect of our review
showed (1) that conflict-of-interest determinations were not
always documented and (2) inconsistencies in the restrictions
placed on the activities of SGEs. As discussed in chapter 4,
we found two cases which, according to FDA criteria, should
have been publicly disclosed but which were not. The majority
of the errors we found occurred before FDA formalized its
policy guidance in January 1976.

MISSING STATEMENTS

There was no "Confidential Statement of Employment and
Financial Interest" in the file for five SGEs for any re-
appointment cycle since the SGEs were initially appointed
between October 1972 and September 1973. All of these mem-
bers were on the Medical Radiation Advisory Committee in the
Bureau of Radiological Health which has a total of 13 mem-
bers. Members of this committee are given appointments for
the full period they are expected to serve rather than a
series of 1-year appointments. The Director, Policy Manage-
ment Staff, was not aware that appointments were being made
beyond 1 year intervals and had not established a mechanism
to alert him each year when it was time for the SGE to submit
another financial disclosure statement. This official told
us that such a procedure had been developed since we brought
this problem to his attention.

TARDY CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST
DETERMINATIONS

FDA policy requires all statements to be reviewed and a
final conflict-of-interest determination made before an
SGE's appointment. We found four cases, however, in which
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the final conflict-of-interest determination was made after
the beginning of the appointment period. In three of these
cases, the period between the appointment and determination
date was less than 1 week, but in one case it was 39 days.
After we brought these cases to their attention, FDA offi-
cials stated they took action to assure that there would not
be a recurrence of this problem.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
NOT CURRENT AT TIME OF APPOINTMENT

There is ho maximum length of time which may elapse be-
tween the effective date of the information submitted (when
the SGE dates the statement) and the start of the appoint-
ment period. The criteria informally applied by the Direc-
tor, Policy Management Staff, is that this total period
shouid not exceed 6 months. We found eight cases where this
period was over 6 months, three of which were over 7 months.
In an additional 44 cases, the timeframe from the date the
statement was signed to the first review was between 4 and
6 months.

We believe that a policy needs to be established desig-
nating the maximum period of time permissible between the
effective date of the financial disclosure information and
!the beginning of the appointment period. In cases where the;
statement is submitted by the SGE 6 months in advance of the
start of his appointment, which is acceptable under present
criteria, this data can be up to 18 months old before his
appointment period ends and if reappointed, is required to
submit a new statement.

REQUIRED INFORMATION EITHER
NOT RECORDED OR UNCLEAR

Required information was not always recorded on the
statements, including conflict-of-interest determinations.

-- In six cases, the applicant had not dated the state-
ment and there was no way to determine the effective
date of the information.

-- In eight cases, the first review official (respon-
sible line office in the bureau/office) had not
signed, dated, or indicated a conflict-of-interest
recommendation on the statement.

--In three cases, the second review official (Director,
Policy Management Staff) had not signed, dated, or
indicated a conflict-of-interest determination on the
statement.
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-- In le case, no conflict-of-interest determination
had been made either by the first or by the second
review official. We found a total of 26 cases where
this determination had not been indicated on the
statement by the first review official and 14 lacking
this determination by the second review official.

We found instances where the Director, Policy Manage-
ment Staff, in making a conflict-of-interest determination,
indicated "no conflict noted" even though the file containeda reference to restrictions placed on the SGE's activities;in some of these cases a PRDC memorandum was on file. In
these cases the statements did not, by themselves, give an
accurate picture of the extent to which the potential forconflict of interest was present.

CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST DETERMINATIONS NOT
ALWAYS DOCUMENTED

We noted several cases where there was either insuffi-cient information in the case file to support a conflict ofinterest determination or all :elevant information on whichto base this determination was not in the file.

-- In two cases, supporting documents referred to on the
statement were not in the file.

-- In two cases, the information needed (i.e. the value
of stocks when the number of shares is known) was not
documented, although it was available from public
sources.

-- In some cases we had to obtain additional information
from reviewing officials within the agency to findout the basis for the conflict-of-interest determina-
tions.

In three cases a conflict-of-interest determination wasmade on an interim basis with the understanding that a finaldetermination would be made upon receipt of additional infor-mation from the SGE. The information on which the interimdetermination was made was not adequate for a final determi-
nation and in one of these cases the SGE never supplied theadditional information requested.

In other cases we found that no conflict-of-interest
determinations had been made on revised statements. In onecase the SGE submitted a revised statement to inform theagency that he was doing clinical work involving several
new drugs. In two cases SGEs reported that they had
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increased their financial interests in FDA-regulated industry.
FDA officials informed us that these cases had occurred
some time back and that all such cases were presently being
reviewed.

These FDA officials stated that, as a general rule,
they were not concerned about documenting the steps they had
taken to clear SGEs for either appointment or reappointment
if this served no other purpose than to document the fact
that their actions were proper. In fact, the Director,
Policy Management Staff, stated that he generally discour-
aged the official reviewing the statement from documenting
the information developed in his review on such matters
as dollar value of financial holdings.

We do not agree with this practice. We believe that
the information in the files should be adequate to make
sure that all cases have been properly reviewed and that
conflict-of-interest determinations are made in accordance
with FDA policy and criteria. A clear record of the actions
taken to clear an SGE for conflict of interest may also prove
useful to FDA when similar reviews are made yearly prior to
reappointment.

INCONSISTENT TREATMENT
OF RESTRICTIONS

FDA policy does not allow SGEs to participate in matters
relating to specific firms in which they have financial in-
terests, if these firms are involved with products regulated
by the employing bureau/office and are above a prescribed
dollar amount. We found some inconsistencies in the circum-
stances giving rise to restrictions being made a matter of
record. Since it was not always clear from the SGE's case
file what restrictions the reviewing officials intended
should be placed on his activities, we had to rely on the
accuracy of the HEW-410, "Supplemental Information--Expert
or Consultant," in the personnel file in making our observa-
tions.

-- Restrictions in several cases covered interests in
FDA-regulated companies outside the employee's
assigned bureau/office and in companies not regu-
lated by FDA. For example, one SGE owned stock in
26 companies, some of which produce FDA-regulated
products. According to FDA policy, no restrictions
were required because his duties and responsibilities
did not directly involve products or firms. Yet re-
strictions were placed on his activities relating to
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the 26 companies, even those not involved with FDA-
regulated products. FDA officials said they were not
concerned that these practices were inconsistent with
the policy as long as they were more conservative
than required by policy.

-- In cases involving members of the National Advisory
Food and Drug Committee, we found that restrictions
were not placed on their activities, even though they
had interests with FDA-regulated industry. FDA offi-
cials stated that because members of this committee
were involved with broad policy issues in a number of
areas, which do not directly relate to products or
firms, restrictions were not appropriate.

-- In some cases companies sponsoring investigational
new drugs and new drug applications are entered as
restrictions and in other cases they are not. FDA
officials stated that the policy guidance did not spe-
cifically cover these cases but, in their opinion, no
restrictions were required for these companies.

-- In one case a member of the Board of Tea Experts had
financial involvement with the tea industry, but re-
strictions were not placed on his activities. FDA
officials stated that based on the requirements of
the legislation establishing this committee, they be-
lieved its members must come from the tea industry.
They further pointed out that all tea testing is
done blind and members of the broad do not have an
opportunity to give preferential treatment to any of
the teas tested.

We believe that FDA's practices concerning restrictions
should be consistent and reflect agency policy. 1laci.ng more
restrictions on SGEs than is necessary creates additional
work for FDA officials responsible for making sure that they
do not participate in prohibited activities.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the errors and inconsistencies we found in re-
viewing SGE files, we believe that there is a need for more
definitive policy guidance as well as written procedures to
make sure that FDA policy is being completely and accurately
carried out. These problems point up the need for better
management control so that SGEs working for FDA are not
involved in potential conflict-of-interest situations.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

FDA is responsible for protecting the Natioll's consumers
against impure and unsafe foods, drugs, cosmetics, and other
potential hazards, FDA believes SGEs are essercial to the
effective accomplishment of its mission. To mlaintain public
confidence in its decisions, it is essential that its SGEs
adhere to the highest ethical standards.

But conflict-of-interest determinations relating to SGEs
are, in many cases, difficult. FDA is most often a secondary
employer. Many SGEs have employment or other financial re-
lationships with FDA-regulated industry. Options available
to eliminate potential conflicts of interest for regular em-
ployees, such as job reassignment or divestiture, in most
cases, are not appropriate foi SGEs. Also, FDA believes
that the confl'ct-of-interest statutes are not always clear
as they relate to SGEs. FDA has had problems interpreting
certain key phrases and, in general, this has made the devel-
opment of conflict-of-interest regulations and guidelines
exceedingly difficult.

Before January 1976, FDA made case-by-case judgments
concerning conflict of interests based on the Federal stat-
utes and the Department's regulation. In January 1976, FDA
issued draft policy guidance for SGEs to be used on a pilot
basis until FDA gained experience with the policy in opera-
tion as well as resolve various legal issues. In October
1976, FDA revised its policy guidance based on 9 months
of Operating experience and concerns we expressed during
our review. Most of the errors and inconsistencies found
in reviewing SGEs' case files can be traced to the lack of
formalized policy guidance prior to January 1976.

We believe that FDA's recent actions have increased the
effectiveness of the system to protect against conflict-of-
interest situations for SGEs. However, much remains to be
done to complete system development and to integrate its
components. Of primary importance is the need for FDA to
submit its policy guidance to the Department and CSC for
approval and develop implementinq procedures. Until this
is dcne, we believe that FD' -.annot satisfactorily assure
itself that all potential conflict-of-interest situations
are being surfaced.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that, to improve the effectiveness of the
FDA financial disclosure system for SGEs, the Secretary of
HEW:

--Actively assist FDA in developing a policy to protect
the Government against conflict-of-interest situations
and resolving difficult policy issues with regard to
the employmrnt of SGEs. One avenue for doing this would
be thi:nugh the issuance of a supplemental regulation
covering SGkE.

-- Require the Commissioner of FDA to:

(a) Complete system development which involves (1)
developing policy to provide guidance for special
Government employees not covered by present policy
guidance, (2) submitting its policy gJidance to
HEW and CSC for approval, (3) developing specific
Procedures to make sure policy is irlplemented, and
(4) improving the form used to collect financial
disclosure information.

(b) Issue specific guidelines clearly defining the
responsibilities of the officials making the ini-
tial conflict-of-interest recommendation and the
position this individual should be in the agel;c-.

(c) Develop procedures to provide responsible officials
with adequate information to make sure that SGEs
do not participate in FDA matters in which they
have financial interests and are disqualified.

(d) Develop written procedures setting forth what in-
formation should be included in public disclosure
memoranda and the format to be used in order that
the information be presented in a consistent and
understandable manner.

(e) Improve procedures to make certain that all public
disclosure memoranda are, in fact, received by the
Public Records and Documentation Center and made
available for public review. In cases where the
information contained in these memoranda does not
change in subsequent reappointment cycles, nota-
tions should be made pe iodically on these memo-
randa that the information is still cu rent.

(f) Establish a policy designating the maximum period
in which financial information can be submitted
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before the beginning of an SGE's appointment
period.

(g) Develop written procedures as to what information
should be documented in an SGE's case file which
served as the basis for the conflict-of-interest
determination and the restrictions placed on an
SGE's activities.
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CHAPTER 7

SCOPE

We made our review primarily at FDA headquarters,
Rockville, Maryland. It was made pursuant to a request fromthe Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. We wereasked to consider whether:

--FDA has an effective finanial disclosure system for
SGEs.

--Financial disclosure statements are filed promptly
by SGEs and reviewed by FDA in a timely manner.

--SGEs appear to have financial conflicts of interest
which could affect the quality and objectivity of
their work for FDA.

A principal objective was to evaluate FDA's system tosurface and effectively deal with conflict-of-interest situa-tions relating to an SGE's personal financial interests.This included FDA's (1) policy for making conflict-of-interest
determinations and supporting procedures, (2) procedures andpractices to prevent committee members from participating in
restricted activities, and (3) system to publicly disclose
potentially controversial cases.

We reviewed 906 SGE case files, 810 of which were
active as of May 31, 1976, and another 96 covering initial
appointments or reappointments of inactive SGEs between
May 31 and July 31, 1976. These cases were reviewed to de-termine whether tl) all statements were filed, (2) the state-ments were filed and reviewed in a reasonable time frame, and(3) they were properly filed and adequately reviewed.

We also selected files where some type of problem ap-peared to exist; i.e., certain information seemed to be mis-sing, the SGE had employment and financial interests inseveral categories, the case involved several complex is-sues not clearly covered by agency policy and criteria, ora PRDC memorandum was in the file. We reviewed these
cases to gain a perspective on the effectiveness of tile over-all system.

We did not reveal any cases involving actual conflict ofinterest. However, we did not evaluate specific financial
interests in relation to an individual's stated duties and
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responsibilities nor did we talk with SGEs regarding their
actual duties or financial interests. The confidentiality
of employees who filed these statements was maintained at
all time.
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GAO REPORTS ON AGENCIES'

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE SYSTEM

Agency Report title, number, and issue date

Federal Power Commission Need for Improving the Regulation
of the Natural Gas Industry and
Management of Internal Operations,
B-180228, 9/13/74.

Department of the Effectiveness of the Financial
Interior Disclosure System for Employees

of the U.S. Geological Survey,
FPCD-75-131, 3/3/75.

Civil Lerontautics Board Effectiveness of the Financial
Disclosure System for Civil Aero-
nautics Board Employees Needs Im-
provement, FPCD-76-6, 9/16/75.

Federal Maritime Improvements Needed In the Federal
Commission Maritime Commission's Financial Dis-

closure System For Employees,
FPCD-76-16, 10/22/75.

U.S. Railway Associa- Improvements Needed In Procurement
tion and Finencial Disclosure Activities

of the U.S. Railway Association,
RED-76-41, 11/5/75.

Department of the Department of the Interior Im-
Interior proves Its Financial Disclosure

System For Employees, FPCD-75-167,
12/2/75.

Department of Health, Financial Disclosure System for
Education, and Employees of the Food and Drug
Welfare Administration Needs Tightening,

FPCD-76-21, 1/19/76.

Department of tae Letter report to Congressman
Interior John Moss on U.S. Geological Survey

Employees' Divestiture,
FPCD-76-37, 2/2/76.
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Agency Report title, number, and issue date

Inter-American Inter-Ame:ican Founda. ion's
Foundiation Financial Disclosure System for

Employees and its Procurement
Practices, ID-76-69, 6/30/76

Department of Problems with the Financial
Transportation Disclosure System, Federal Aviation

Administration, FPCD-76-50, 8/4/76

Department of Commerce Problems Found In the Financial
Disclosure System For Department
Of Commerce Employees, FPCD-76-55,
8/10/76.

Small Business
Administration Management Control Functions Of

The Small Business Administration--
Improvements Are Needed, GGD-76-74,
8/23/76

Export-Import Bank Export-Import Bank's Finacial Dis-
closure System For Employees and Its
Procurement Practices, ID-76-81,
10/4/76
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STAFF MANUAL GUIDE
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION _

GUIDE r FDA 3118.2

PERSONNEL - SPECIAL GOVERRg4ENT EHPLOYEES

PROTECTION AGAINST CONFLICT OF INTEREST

1. Purpose
2. Applicability
3. Employee Responsibilities
4. Federal Conflict of Interest Statutes
5. Interpretation of Certain Statutory Terms
6. Preappointment Screening
7. Investments
8 Employment
9. Grants and Contracts

10. Investigators of Products Subject
to Premarket Clearance

11. Post Employment Restrictions
12. Summary of Restrictions

Atlachment A - Subpart "L" - Department Standards
of Conduct

Attachment B - CSC Regulations - Prohibitions on Conduct

Attachment C - Subpart "G" - Standards of Conduct and
Conflict of Interest (FDA FR Notice of
May 27, 1976)

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this guide is to set forth Agency policy and
procedures for avoiding conflicts of interest on the part of special
Government employees (SGE's), and dealing with the appearance of such
conflicts.

2. APPLICABILITY. These regulations apply to all SGE's serving as FDA
advisory committee members, panel members, ad hoc consultants and
advisors, and expert reviewers. Employees of other Federal aj iies
(e.g., NIIH, VA) who serve FDA in the above-mentioned capacities are
also expected to comply with these regulations for purposes of Federal
Conflict of Interest Statutes and repartment Standards of Conduct
Regulations. These regulations do not apply to state or local Food
and Drug Officials commissioned under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
or other Acts administered by the Agency.

3. LI'LOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES. An SGE aust conduct himself according to
cthical behavior of the highest order. Ile must refrain from any use
of his position which is, or even appears to be, motivated by a private
gain for himself or other persons. To comply with these requirements,
an SGE should familiarize hinself with the Federal Conflict of Interest
Statutes quoted from the 'ollowing section; Subpart "L" of the DIIEW

GT NO. 7b-71 (10/14/76) PAGEt
ORIGINATOR: Policy Management Staff (HFA-20)
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Standards of Conduct (Attachment A); the CSC Regulations covering Prohi-bitions on Conduct (Attachment B); and Subpart "G" of the FDA ProceduralRegulations (Attachment C). One must also be familiar with the specificFDA guidance provided in this document. In circumstances where thisguidance is not specific or clear, it is the euployee's L'esponsibilityto seek advice on such matters. The Executive Secretary of the Comnitteeor Panel with which he is serving and/or the Coimittee Management orAdministrative staffs of the FDA Bureau, Regionta! Office or othersub-organization which processed his appointment can refer an SGE to theappropriate FDA .riicials who will assist in resolving such questions.

i-S;AL CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATUTES. The Federal statutes per-taining to Conflict of Interest provide the basis for Civil ServiceCormission, Departmental, and Agency regulations. All prospective SGE'sshould familiarize themselves with the relatively brief statutes whichare reproduced in full below.

18 U.S.C. 203 Compensation to Members of Congress, officers.
and others in matters affecting the Govenment.

(a) Whoever. othen0re than u provided by law for the proper discharge of
officiJ dues, directly o Indire y receives or aer to receive, or .luk de-
mend, soliclts, or seeks, sur cmpesstion for any evie rendered or to be
rendered either by hmelf or anotlhr-

(I) at i tls wws he bs Member of Conree, Member of Coqre
Elect, Resident Commissioner, or Resident Commissioner Elect; or
(2) at a time when he is an officer or employee of the United States in
the executie, leIlative. or judichl branch of the GovenmLnt, or in layagency of the United States, including the District of ConabuLa

In relation to any procdi application, request for i mln or oter dternna-
ti, contract, clam, controversy, chre, aoeumtioe, arrest. or othr petcularnatter In which the United Sttes Is a party or has a direct and substantial
Intert, before any department, agency, court-nurtin officer or say ciS, msl
tary, or naval commlssion, or

(b) Whoevr, knowingly otherwise t' Ji s provided by lIw for the properdilchrfge of officia duties, directly or i. i tly gives, promisee, o offers any
compensation for any such services renlered o. be rendeed at a time when theperson to whom the compensation is given. promed or offered, is or was uch s
member, Commissioner, officer, or employee-

Shall be rened not mor- than $lO,C00 or imprisoned for not more than two
years, or both; and shall be incapable of holdina any office of honor, trust, or
profit under the United States.

(c) A special Government employee shall be subject to subection (a) only 
relation to a rt r mpevo h * pcific party or ptrures (mIt) in wha hhas at ny tme ted sol ubstantI lly as a Government em-

r as a peial Government en ployse through decision. a pprovl, disap-proval rec4)mnsentidon thi rendernmy of idnvestitton or otherwtsr, or(2) w 'his pen in e deprtmentr y of he Cvernme in whch heit servin: Provided, That clae (2) shall not apply inal
e nimnt ermployee who has served uin uch department or agency no more
than sixty days during the immediately preceding period of three hundred and
sixty-five cosnecutivelyr (Added Pub. L. 87449, § i(a) Oct. 23. 1962, 76
SttI 1121.)

76-71 (10/14/76) A 2
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18 U.S C. § 205, Activities of offli *rs and employees in claims
against and other matters affecting the Government.

Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States Li the executive.
legislative, or judicial branch of the Governl:lent or in any agency of the United
States. including the District of Columbia, otherwise than in the proper discharge
of his official duties-

(I) acts as agent or attorney for pros;cuting any claim against the United
States, or receives any gratuity, or any share of or interest in any such claim in
consideration of assistance in the prosecutior, of such claim, or

(2) acts as agent or attorney for anyone before any department, agency,
court, court-martial, officer, or any civil, miltary, or naval commission in connec-
urin with any proceeding, application. request for a ruling or other determination,
contract. claim, controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or other particuldr matter
in which the United States is a party or has a direct and substantial interest--

Shall be fined not more than $10,000 of imprisioned for not more than two
years, or both.

A special Government employee shall b, subject to the preceding paragraphs
orJ in reJation to a particular matter invol, ing a specific party of parties (1) in
which he has at any time participated personally and substantially as a Covern-
nent employee or as a special Government .mployee through decision approval
disapproval, recommendation the rendering of advice investiltion or therwise,
or (2) which is pending in the department or agency of the Government in which
.he is 'serin Prove 7That clause (2) sh ll not apply in the cas of a special

overnnent employee who has served in sich department or agency no more
than sixty days during the immediately preceding period of three hundred and
shity-five consecutive days,

Nothing herein prevents an officer or emllployee, if not inconsistent with the
faithful performance of his duties, from actiqg without conpensation as aent or
attcrney for any person who it the subjct of disciplinary, loyalty, or other
personnel administration proceedings in connection with those proceedinls,

Nothing herein or in section 203 prevents an officer or employee, including a
special Government employee, from acting, with or without compensation, as
agent or attorney for his parents, spouse, child, or any person for whom, or for
any estate for which, he is serving as guardlia., executor, administrator, trustee, or
other personal fiduciary except in those n atters in which he has participated
personally and substantially as a Government employee, through decision, ap-
proval, disapproval. recommendation. the rendering of advice, investiatlion. or
otherwic, or which are the subject of his of fcial responsibility, provided that the
Goverment or(icel responsible for appointmea.t to his position approves.

Nothuig herein or in section 203 prevents a special Government enmployee
fromT acting as agent or attorney for another pers the performance of work
under a grant by. or a contract with or for the benefit of, the United States
proid-ed that the head of the department or agency concerned with the grant or
contract:dlull ersify in writing that the natiorial interest so requires

Such certification shall be puolished in thie Iederal Register.
Nothing herein prevents an officer or ecm loyee from giving testimony under

oath or from making statements requited to 1t made under penalty for perjury or
contempt. (Added Pub. L. 87-849, It(a) Oct. 23, 1962 76 Stat. 1122.)

otf 0o. 76-71 (10/14/76) PAGE 3
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I8 LI.S.( . i 2117. i)isqualificlatls n o iorlcr ilti-err Ind rnplloyee% in
nmater conllectled with foirnmer dulie (.r dtlicial repslnsihbilitiet;

dl'qtalilitatiu n of partners,

,:1, a hoever, having hecln an offhrer or empliro ee of the executive branch of the
United States Government, of any independent agency of the United States, or ofthe I)istrict of Columbia, including ;. special Government employee, after hisemploynment Iha ceased, knowingly acts as ag-nt or attorney for anyone other
than the United States in connection with any judicial or other proceeding, appli-
cation. request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim, controversy,charge, accusation, arrest, or other particular matter involving a specific pirty orparties in which the United States is a party or la;s a direct and substantial interest
andTin-Alich lhe participated personally and sbstantially as an officer or em-
pioye, ithrough decision, approval, disapprov;l, recommendation, the rendering
or advice, investigation, or oUlerwise, 'hile soe npoyed, or
(h) Whoever, having been so employed, within one year after his emnioyment hasceased, appears personally before any court or department or agency of the
Government Dr agent, or attorney for. anyon -other than the United States inZolnineation with ally proceding, application. i~ juest for a ruling or other deter-
mination, contract, clanim, controversy. clarge, accusation, arrest. or other partic-
ular matter involving a specific party or parties in which the United States is aparty or direttly and subtantially interested, and which was under his official
responsibility as an officer or employee of the Government at any time within aperitd of ne year prior to the termination of such responsibility--

Shalt be fined not more than $10,000 or imhtprisoned for not more than two
)ears, or both: Provided, That nothing in subslaution (a) or (b) prevents a former
officer or employee, including a former special Government employee, with out-standing sc:entific or technological qualifications from acting as attorney or agent
or appearing personally in connection with a particular matter in a scientific or
technological field if the head of the departnlent or agency concerned with th-
matter shall make a certification in writing, published in the Federal Register, that
the national interest would be served by such action or appearance by the formerofficer or employee.

It( Whoever, being a partner of an officer or erlployee of the executive branch of
the United States (i.,vernment, of any independent agency of 1th United States,
s-r of th(e Districl of Columbia, including a sprelal Government employee, acts as
agent :;. attorney for anyone other than the Utnited States, in connection with
any judicial or other proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other deter-
mination. contract, claim. controversy, charge, accustion, arrest, or other partic-
ular matter in which the United States is a pIrty or has a direct and substantial
interest and in which such officer or employee of the Government or specialGovernment employee participates or has pa:ticipated perseoally and substan-
tially as a Government employee thrr ugh decision. approval. disapsoval, rec-
ommendation, the rendering of advicc. investig.ltion or otherwise, or wha -h is the
subject of his official responsibility

Shall be fined not more than $5.010, or irnprisoned not more thian or e year,
ur both.

A partner of a present or former 4ffiler or employee of the executive branch,of the United States Government. :illm it lependent agency? of tile United
State,, or of the District of ('Clumbia *r t ia ,resent or firiranr special Govern-
ncent enmployee shall as such be subject to the pr-lvisions of sectli,ns 203, 205, and
2t)7 sr this title only as expressly prolvided in subst tisn (ti of tlis section.
(Added Pub. L. R7-849, § Il). Oc 23, 1962, 76fi Stat. 1

2
3.r
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18 U.S.C. I 208. Acts affecting a pestonal financial interest.

(a·) Except as permitted by subsection (b) hereof, whoever, being en officer or
employee of the executive branch of the United States Government, of any
indepedent agency of the United States, or of the District of Columbia, bccd-
hig special Government employee, participates personally nd substantially as a
GoverLment officer or employee, through decision, approval, disapproval, reo.
ommend tion, the renderint of advice, investigatlon, or otherwie, in a Judicial or
other proceedin, application, request for a rulingl or other determintion, con.
tract, claim, controversy, charge, accuatlon, arrest, or other particular matter In
which, to his knowledge, he, his spouse, minor child, partner, orgpnlntion in
which he iS serving as officer, director, trustee, partner or employee, or ny
person or organization with whom he Ih nelotlating or has any urrmangsent
concerning prospective employment, has a financ4lJ interest-

Shell be fined not more than $10,000, or imprilaoned not more than two
years, or both.

(b,) Subsection (a) hereof sha not apply (I) if the officer of employee first
advises the Government official responsible for appointment to his position of the
nature and circumstances of the judicial or other proceedlng, application, request
for a ruling or other determinstbon, contract, claim, controversy, charge, accuse-
tion, arrest, or other particuik matter and makes full disclosure of the financial
interest and receives in adveant a written deterrnirnation made by such official
that the interest is not so substantial as to be deemed likely to affect the integlity
of the services which the Government may expect from such officer or employee,
or (2) if, by general rule or regulation published in the Federal Register, the
financial interest hs been xemnptd from the requisnents of cdese (1) hereof as
being too remote or too Ineonsrquential to affeet the inteirity of Government
officers' or employees' services. (Added Pub. L. 87449, § I(a), Oct. 23, 1962, 76
Stat. 1124.)

18 U.S.C. § 209. Salary of Government offici and employees
PaYbe only by United States.

(a) Whoever receives any salary, or any contribution to or supplementation of
salary, as compensetion for his services as an officer o;- employee of the executive
branch of the United States Government, of any independent aency of the
United States, or of the District of Columbia. from any source other than the
Government of the United States,- except as my be contributed out of :he
treasury of any State, county, or municipality; or

Whoever, whether an individual prutnership, association, corporation, or
other orlpnizatbor pays, or makes any contribution, to, or in any way supple-
ments the salry of, any such officer or employee under circumstances which
would make its receipt a violation of thisb subsection-

Shill be fined not more than SS,OO0 or Imprisoned not more than one year, or
both.

(b) Nothing herein prevents an officer or ernm loyee of the executive branch of
the United States Government, or of any independent gency of the United
States, or of the District of Columbia, from continuing to participate in a bona
fide pension, retirement, group life, health or accident insurance, rrorfit-sharin ,
stock bonus, or other employee welfare or benefit plan maintained by a former
employer.

i'TN. 76-71 (10/14/76) PAOI 5
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(mc This section does not apply to a special Government employee or to an
officer or employee of tile (: vernment serving without comlpelnsation, whether or
not he is a specil Government employee, or to any person paying contributing
to, or supplementing his salary as such.

(d) This section does not prohibit payment of accptance of contributions.
awards. or other expenses under the terms of the Government Employees Train-ing Act (Public Law 85-507, 72 Stat. 327: 5 U.S.C. 2301-2319, July 7. 1958).
(Added Pub. L. 87-849, § I(a), Oct. 23, 1962, 76 Stat. 1125.)

5. INTERPRETATION OF CERTAIN STATUTORY TERMS. The Conflict of Interest
Statutes and regulations are designed intentionally to cover a variety
of employment situations and relationships with private sector irgani-zations in government agencies with widely differing missions. As a
result, the statutes contain several key statements and phrases which
need to be given a specific interpretation in the light of FDA's regu-
latory role and its specific use of SGE's:

a. Personal and Substantial Participation. Each of the aforemen-
tioned Federal Conflict of Interest Statutes apply specifically
when an SGE participates "personally and substantially" in a
particular matter. As a general principle, participation
"personally and substantially as an...SGE" shall be deemed to
have occurred in a particular matter if the SGE conducted an
in-depth review of an application or a special evaluation of
data (e.g., expert review of an IND or NDA, food additive
petition, product preclearance, or detailed review of data sub-
mitted to an OTC panel), or if the SGE has served as chairman
of an advisory committee or panel.

There have been a number of questions about the extent to which
participation by a member of an advisory committee (as opposed
to the chairman or experts) should be considered personal andsubstantial. The agency has considered this question carefully
and although the extent to which a single committee member could
influence the outcome of a committee may be somewhat less than
the chairman or an expert reviewer, the agency has concluded that
participation would probably be considered "substantial" by those
most familiar with these statutes and responsible for interpreting
them whenever a committee acts through a decision, recommendation,
approval, disapproval, the rendering of advice, or other action
described in 18 U.S.C. 205 (with or without a formal vote).

This is important because 18 U.S.C. 207 places certain restric-
tions on the post-employment activities of an employee, including
an SGE, concerning any particular matter in which the employee
has personally and substantially participated. However, FDA

76-71 (10/14/76) PASx 6
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believes most questions which migt,: concern an SGE in this
regard will ordinarily be resolved on the basis of whether the
participation involved a particular matter, or the same parti-
cular matter, rather than whether the participation was personal
and substantial. This is discussed in Section 5b below.

It is not the intention of the FDA to preclude SGE's from con-
tinuing to work in their field or to place them in danger of
violating the law. Therefore, the Agency is prepared to advise
present and former SGE's in any situation where an SGE is uncertain
whether his current or past participation on behalf of FDA would
be considered as "PArsonal and Substantial." Section 11 of this
guide discusses post-employment restrictions in greater detail.

b. Particular Matter Involving a Specific Paity. Each of the
aforementioned Federal Conflict of Interest Statutes also
applies specifically when an S(IE is involved with a "particular
matter involving a specific party or parties in which the United
States is a party." This wording is important, because where a
particular matter is considered there is the possibility of
post-employment restrictions on current and former employees as
defined in 18 U.S.C. 207. In many situations in FDA, this phrase
can be understood and applied easily. For example, an individual
product manufactutred by a single firm which is the subject of a
premarket clearance review or other regulatory action is clearly
a "particular matter." A particular matter may involve only a
specific use of a single product, e.g., an NDA requesting a new
indication for an approved drug. In such cases, identification of
the particular matter is relatively easy. In some cases, however,
participation involves assistance in the formulation of general
policy guidelines or procedures. Policy guidelines and procedures
affecting a number of products are generally not considered
particular matters by FDA.

It is the conclusion of the Agency that products of different
firms, even if chemically identical, are different particular
matters so long as they are thte subject of separate petitions or
applications, and receive separate reviews. On the other hano
the Agency has concluded that decisions relating to different
quantities or dose levels of the same product used for the same
indication or purpose are not different particular matters.

Other situations present more difficult judgments. Opinions
vary about whethier different indications or uses of the
same product are to be considered the same particular matter.

OT ) 76-71 (10/14/76) PASS 7
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In situations where the indications for use or purposes are
closely related, FDA would err on the side of concluding that
the decisions respecting them comprise the same particular
matter. Where the indications are clearly unrelated, FDA would
generally consider decisions respecting them to be different
particular matters.

Activities such as the development of monographs concerning Over-
the-Counter Drugs and the development of esandrds for classes of
.edical devices contemplated in the recent artactment of FL 94-295
deserve separate mention. In one sense these are broad policy
documents concerned with ingredients or components that do not
ordinarily have any proprietary value and may have been or will
be in the future used by rany different firms in many different
products. A monograph or standard itself is clearly not a parti-
cular matter. Representing a product covered by the monograph or
standard which includes only ingredients or components common to
many products would not ordinarily be viewed as returning to the
' .ncy on the same particular matter. Similarly, representing a
product which was developed after the applicable monograph or
standard was developed would not be considered returning to the
Agency on the same particular matter. However, some products have
an ingredient or component that is product specific, i.e., unique
to that product. Where a monograph or standard deals with a
product specific ingredient, the Agency would consider a decision
respecting the ingredient to be a particular matter, and the SGE
should not represent the product before the Agency in the future
without a specific statutory exemption. There will always be
instances in attempting to apply these criteria where judgment
will be required. In any instance where an SCGE is not certain
of his legal exposure, he should seek advice from the Agency as
described in Part 3 of this Staff Manual Guide.

Once having established that a particular matter exists, an SGE
must determine if he faces any potential conflict of interest
because of the firms involved. Normally, he must only be
concerned it he or other persons specified in the statutes have
an interest in the firms involved. But, there are occasional
circumstances when an SGE should avoid participation in particular
matters involving firms in which he has no interest.

* An SGE should avoid participation in a particular matter
involving a specific firm if there is any genuine likelihood
of involvement with that firm on the same matter subsequent
to employment with FDA (See Section 11).

ST m 76-71 (10/14/76) 'P& 8
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s An SGE should avoid participation in a particular matter
if his financial interests, although not directly involved
in the matter, would be "directly and predictably affected"
by the outcome of the matter. The Department's regulations,
in explaining 18 U.S.C. 208, instruct that an SGE should not
participate in a matter which will have a "direct and pre-
dictable effect" on the SGE's financial interests. There
are a variety of circumstances under which an SGE's partici-
pation m:.ght appear to have a direct and predictable effect
on an SGE's financial interests even though the specific
matter under consideration does not involve a firm in which
the SGE has an interest, e.g., an adverse decision on a
competitor'as product in a market where only two firms compete.
The Agency frequently will not be able to foresee all such
situations at the time of appointment. Thus, SGE's must
exercise Judgment in avoiding participation in such situations
and should seek Agen y advice whenever a question arises.

c. Financial Intprest. The phrase "financial interest" contained in
18 U.S.C. 208 shall include interests of an SGE, the spouse, minor
child, partner, or organization with which the SGE is employed
or negotiating employment. The interests include financial assets,
investments, salaries, consultant fees, retainear, or contractural
relationships with firms involved with products regulated by the
particular FDA bureau/office employing the SGE. The term "firma"
is used repeatedly in Sections 7, 8, 9, and 10 of this guide, and
in those Sections 1.t shall apply only to firms involved with
products regulat, d by the particular FDA bureau/office employing
the SGE.

Interests also in-.1uiie research grants and contracts to the
laboratory under Ar! SCE's direction, special support such as an
endowed professional chair, the employment of a spouse or minor
children, as well as any payments "in kind." "Personal financial
interest" shall not ordinarily include grants or contracts to the
SGE's university which are controlled by other members of the
faculty, or investments in corporations held by the university
since these financial interests are generally considered "too
remote" as defined in 18 U.S.C. 208 (b)(2). Additional interests
that are considered "too remote" or "too inconsequential" are
discussed in Sections 7 and 8.

6. PREAPPOINTYENT SCREENING. The statutes do not establish any
restriction on the decision to employ individuals who have significant
financial interests related to employment activities. Rather, the
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statutes place the responsibility on the individual during and after
his employment to avoid any situations involving the appearances of,
or real conflict of interest. Therefore, as a strict legal matter, an
agency may adopt a policy of appointing ny qualified individual as an
SGE, regardless of his financial interests, providing the Agency ensures
conformance with the statutory requirement (i.e., avoidance of conflict
or their appearances) during and after an individual's appointment.
FDA has determined however, that a more stringent policy is warranted
for several reasons:

* The appointment of many individuals with significant
financial interests related to FDA activities would increase
the probability that a statutory violation could occur through
carelessness or ignorance.

a Public confidence in FDA's decisions could be affected
adversely if many SGE's were believed to have significant
financial interests related to FDA activities, even though
each individual SGE scrupulously complied with the statutory
requirement to avoid participation in particular matters
involving hls financial interests.

* Employment of an SCE with financial interests that would
significantly restrict his activities may not be an op. Lal
utilization of Agency funis since he would be excluded tron
matters in which an individual with fewer or no financial
interests could participate.

For the preceding reasons, FDA has establisehd a requirement that
potential SGE's be screened thoro.g.hly for poassile conflicts of
interest prior to their appointment so that any limitations on par-
ticipation are established before the Agency appoints an individual.
These limitations fall into three general categories:

* No restriction on an SGE's participation.

* Disqualification from participation in particular matters
(including specific products, etc.) related to specific firms.

Disqu.lification from parti-ipation in matters related to specific
firms plus public disclosure of any substantial interests.

lWhenevoe possiblc, tha Agency prefeLs to appoint individuals whose
financial interests in firus defined in Section 5c of this Guide
cre no; rubstantial. ilowever, there are situations where available
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manpower in a specific scientific discipline is extremely limited
in number, and/or only a few individuals have specifically needed
qualifications. Moreover, certain individuals, such as industry and
consumer representatives to advisory committees and members of the
National Food and Drug Advisory Committee, are selected as SGE's
precisely because of their specific point of view or interests.

Where an individual has financial interests or other circurmtances
that might make his objectivity subject to question, FDA may appoint
such an individual after careful review but require public disclosure
of the interest prior to appointment, which will protect the Agency,
the individual, and public confidence in FDA. In theme cases the
Commissioner or his designee will approve the appointment.

The threshold standards for the three preceding categories, which
generally correspond with increasing financial interests or degree
of involvement in matters related to FDA activities, are described
in the following sections. Notwithstanding these thresholds or the
language in section 5c which limits FDA's concern with an SGE's
financial interests to only those which are related to products
regulated by the appointing bureau, the Agency shall always exercise
reasonable judgment in making appointments and/or requiring dis-
closure. In no instance shall this preclearance process permit an
SGE to participate in a particular matter in which he has an interest,
unless the conditions and procedures set forth in 18 U.S.C. 208(b)
have been met.

7. INVESTMENTS. investments are a category of financial interests
which are defined for purposes of this guide to include any type of
financial asset such as stocks, bonds, options, notes or partnership
shares which an individual SGE, his (or her) spouse, minor child,
partner, employer, or prospective employer owns in firms involved
with products regulated by the particular FDA bureau/office with
which the prcspective SGE will serve.

a. Very modest investments do not warrant any restrictions on an
SGE's participation as advisory committee member. Generally,
investments in a single firm of less than $1,000 current market
value will be considered "too inconsequential to affect the
Integrity of Government officers or employees' service" as
define- Ln 18 U.S.C. 208 (b)(2). Also, investments in a cor-
porate pension fund, or a university endowment that are not
npu,.' or readily determinable ly an individual are considered
"too rcmote" as defined in 18 U.S.C 208(b)(2). Similarly,
corporate pension funds and university endowments composed of
diversified investments are generally considered "too remote."
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Howtver, in cases where the source of funds is principally from
a firm defined in Section 5c, a restriction on SGE participation
may be necessary and will t e included.

b. Certain levels of investments will require an individual to be
disqualified from participating in matters involving the firm
is which he has invastments. Generally, any investments by a
consultant or expert reviewer, and investments of more than
$1,000 by advisory comnittee members will require disqualifi-
cation. An SGE will be infcrmed of these exclusions in writing
at the time or appointment.

c. Investments of substantial amount or unusual nature will require
an individual not only to be disqualified iron matters involving
the firm in which he has investments, but also to make public
disclosure of such holdings when appointed. Investment in a single
firm which exceeds $5,000 current market value is considered to
be an amount requiring public disclosure. In addition to the
dollar threshold, other circumstances may also warrant public
disclosure, e.g., a combination of investments, a retainer and
contracts involving a single firm, or some other exceptional
situation which might be viewed as potentially embarrassing to
the Agency, or misleading to the public. All public disclosure
situations will require the approval of the Commissioner or his
designee.

d. The Agency wou)d prefer that SGE's not alter investments in firms
defined in Section 5c during their period of service. However,
in the event that investments in such firms do change, the SGE
should notify the Agency immediately so that any restrictions on
his participation can be modified accordingly. Individuals should
not make substantial investments that might require termination of
their service or public disclosure of the interest without prior
consultation with the Agency.

8. EIPLOYENT. Restrictions on SGE participation are appropriate in
certain employment situations. When a prospective SGE is employed by
a firm or serves as a consultant to a firm involved with products
regulated by the particular FDA bureau/office with which he will serve,
varying degrees of restrictions apply.

a. Certain employment situatitns do nLot warrant any restrictions on
SGE participation as advisory committee members. Generally, there
will be no restriction if an SGE's total remuneration from a single
firm in the past 12 months was less than $1,000 and if his employ-
ment waeb not related to a specific matter before FDA. There are

oH : _ ,,
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some exceptions to this rule noted in paragraph (b) below. Remu-
neration of less than $1,000 is considered "too inconsequential
to affect the integrity of Government officers' or employees'
service" as defined in 18 U.S.C. 208 (b)(2). Reimbursement for
expenses and/or standard honoraria for presenting a scientific
paper to, or participation in a scientific seminar with, the staff
of a firm shall not preclude an SGE's participation or be included
in the $1,000 limit described above.

b. Certain employment situations will require the individual to be
disqualified from matters involving the firm in which he is/was
employed. Generally, any remuneration from a firm to a consultant
or expert reviewer, and total remuneration from a firm to an advisory
committee member that exceeds $1,000 in the past 12 months will
require the individual to be disqualified from mattrs .involving
that firm. The same restriction shall apply if the SGE receives a
retainer from a firm, or serves as a member of its board of directors,
regardless of the amount of remuneration received during the past
12 months. Additionally, if an individual has advised a firm at any
time in the past on a matter that is now the subject of a proceeding
before the Agency, the SGE is disqualified from participaci i in any
decision related to that matter.

c. Certa.n levels of remuneration will require the individual not
only to be disqualified from matters involving the firm with which
he has been connected, but also to make public disclosure of
such remuneration when the remuneration is of substantial amount
or unusual nature. Remuneration from a single firm that exceeds
$5,000 in the past 12 months is considered to be an amount that
requires public disclosure. Ir addition to the dollar threshold,
other circumstances may also warrant public disclosure, e.g., a
substantial royalty from a firm defined in Section 5c. All public
disclosure situations will require the approval of the Commissioner
or his designee.

d, In some instanca, individ 'ls may receive remuneration for publi-
cation or editing aLclvititi that may be sponsored or supported by
firms defined in Section 5c. Since the circumstances surrounding
such activities can vary widely in terms of their potential for
conflict of interest, such situations will be examined on a case-
by-case basis.

e. The Agency would prefer that SGE's not enter into new employment
situations with firms defined in Section 5c during their period
of service. However, in the event that an SGE makes a new
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enployment commitment with suchi firms, or negotiates with respect
to one, he should notify the Agency immediately, so that any
restrictions on his participation can be modified or extended
accordingly.

9. GRANTS AND CONTRACTS. Restrictions on SGE participation are
appropriate when the SGE is involved in, or the recipient of, certain
grants and contracts. Host of the restrictions apply when the grant
or contract involves a firm defined in Section 5c. Paragraph (d) of
this Section also outlines precautions that must be taken with respect
to grants or contracts with the Federal Government.

a. Certain grant or contract situations will require the individual
to be disqualified from matters involving the funding firm.
Generally, an SGE will be excluded from matters involving a firm
providing any grant or contract support in the past 12 months if
the SGE is the principal investigator or is otherwise directly
involved, or if he receives financial support for his laboratory,
or salary support for himself or member of hip research group.
Otherwise, the contract or granut is likely to be "too remote" as
discussed in Section 7a.

b. An SGE who has received more than $5,000 in grant rr contract
support from a single firm in the past 12 months will not only
be disqualified from matters involving the firm but shall also be
required to make public disclosure of such interests. In addition
to the dollar threshold, other circumstances may also warrant public
disclosure, e.g., a long history of contracts with a single firm
even if none has existed in the past 12 months. All public dis-
closure situations will require the approval of the Comissioner
or his designee.

c. If, during his service with FDA, an SGE receives new or increased
grant or contract support from a firm or begins negotiations with
a firm in expectation of such support, he should inform the Agency
imediately so that restrictions on his participation can be
modified or extended accordingly.

d. FDA recognizes that SGE's may parti'4.pate in grant or contract
related activities that are not funded by firms defined in
Section 5c. An SGE must exercise caution that any Federal
grant and contract activitiel do not violate the provisions
of 1.8 U.S.C. 203 and 205. These statutes prohibit a special
Government employee from acting as an agent for anyone in
relation to a particular matter (any proceeding, application,
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contract or other matter) which is pending in the department
or agency of the Government in which he is serving as an SGE.
Thus representation to the same Government department on behalf
of an institution with respect to a grant or contract could
inadvertently produce a violation. However, the statutes provide
an exception to these restrictions when the department concerned
utilizes the SGE's services for no more than 60 days during the
timmediately preceding 365 consecutive days. Individuals involved
in such situations should be aware of the 60 day limitation, and
carefully review any personal involvement in negotiation of a
new Federal grant or contract for themselves or their employer
or an institution with which they are affiliated. Time applied
to work on a contract or grant does not count toward the 60 day
limit; only time as an SGE applies.

10. INVESTIGATORS OF PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO PREPARUET CLEARANCE. Restrictions
on participation are appropriate in certain situations where an SGE
serves as an investigator of products subject to FDA premarket clearance.

a. Normally, there will be no restriction on an SGE who has beeninvolved as an investigator with applications that are no longer
pending before the Agency, even if he may be involved with related
applications in his SGE duties.

b. An SGE ordinarily will be disqualified fron participation in matters
for which he has been a past or current investigator on a premarket
clearance appllcation pending before FDA, unless the Agency requires
advice that cannot be obtained elsewhere. In such case the situation
will be publicly disclosed. Disclosure may also be required if an
SGE's past investigations or other activities have prominently iden-
tified him with a particular point of view in regard to a product
or issue.

c. Investigators shall be subject to the restrictions in Section 8 if
they receive any remuneration tor their services, or the restrictions
in Section 9 if they are funded by a grant or contract mechanism.
In instances where the firm simply supplies the product under test
without charge to an SGE investigator and reimburses no other costs,
such restrictions shall not apply.

d. If, during his service with FDA, an SGE initiates new investigator
activities, he should inform tl e Agency immediately so that any
restrictions on Jis participation can be modified or extended
accordingly.
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11. RESTRICTION ON POST-miPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES. 18 U.S.C. 207 prevents
individuals who have left Government service, including former SGE's,
from representing another person itn connection with certain matters
in which they participated personally and substantially on behalf of
the Government. The matters are those involving a specific party or
parties in which the United States is also a party or has a direct and
substantial interest.

The questions created by the application of this statutory provision to
specific situations are difficult. For example, FDA may appoint advisory
committee members to review an entire class of products used by a part'.-
cular group of scientific or medical specialists. In such situations,
the prospective SGE cannot always foresee the particular matters with
which '- may become involved to a personal and substantial degree.

Because the Conflict of Interest Statutes were not intended to deny
the Federal Government access to the highest quality scientific and
medical advice, the Agency will utilize the exemption provided in the
statutes when necessary. Section 207(b) of 18 U.S.C. permits the
government to grant an exemption from post-employment rer*-ictions
when it is in the national interest. FDA anticipates ;hat -here will
be circumstances where it will be in the national interast to consider
granting such an exemption to advisory committee members and other
consultants and experts.

In addition to the previous restriction, 18 U.S.C. 207 also prevents
a former employee for a period of one year after his employment has
ceased, from appearing personally for another person before a court,
department or agency in any matter that was within the area of his
official responsibility at any time during the last year of his
Government service. FDA believes that this one year limitation on

all particular matters would not ordinarily apply to advisory com-
mittee members because they do not have "official responsibility" in
the sense intended by the statute. SGE's employed by FDA are usually
involved in either broad policy and procedures covering a number of
products (which are not considered a particular matter), or particular
matters that are not likely to recur.

Whenever an SGE believes his service may result in a post-employment
restriction, h2 should seek advice from FDA by contacting tha parti-
cular FDA employee who has the administrative responsibility for his
employment. This same official sh(uld also be contacted whenever
a situation arises that pertains to an SGE's involvement with another
agency or court on behalf of a party other than the Government over a
matter regulated by FDA.
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12. SWULARY OF RESTRICTIONS. Sections 7 through 10 discuss situations

involving various categories of financial interests which could limit

an SGE's participation. As an aid to prospective SGE's, the following
table summarizes the general restrictions. For specific details and
special circumstances, readers should refer to the sections of the
guide noted in parentheses in the right hand column of the table.

SUMMARY OF RESTRICTIONS

TYPE Or iNTCREST tI SiZE OR MATURE OP IlTEREST RIf TRICTIONS

No restriction in [articipation involving
L ess than SI.ODO in le fir* m the firm. / 17e)

Disqualified from participation involving
INVESTMENTS More than S1,000 in single fm the firm. 7b)

(Se~(lon 71 ___ e _f _ _m __
IDisqualified from participation involving the

More than $S.000 in single firm. fit,, ard required to make public disclosure.

No resrriction in participation involving
Less than S1,000 from single firm in past 12 months. the firm 2 (8sf

EMPLOYMENT Moae than S1,000 from single firm in past 12 months; Disqualfied from participation involving
(Seclion 8)1 jany eteiners or membership on Board of Directors. the irm. (8b)

Disqualified from participation involving the
More than $5,000 from single firm in past 12 months. firm and required to make public disclosure.

_ (8c)

Disqualified from participation involvind
Any support from single firm in past 12 months. the fir.fie from prticiation involving

Disqualified from participation involving the
GRAT hMore than SS,000 from single firm and required to make public disclosure.

OR CONTRACT (9b)
(S-,,rion 91 _..

Any Federal grant or contract. Possible post-employment restriction. (Pd llf)

Past involvement with application no longer pending No restricti' n in participation involving
pending before Agency. the firm. (lus)

INVESTIGATORS OF Past or clrrent involvement with application Disqualified from participation involving

PRODUCTS SUBJECT pending before Agency the fim. 10b)
TO PRE-MARKET 

CLEARANCE 2 Involvement with pending applicat .n and individual's
(Y liin lot advice essential, individual prominently identlfird Public Disclosure (10bl

with particular point of view.

' Applies to interest in firms inrool'ed with pnrducta regulated by fhe particular FDA bureat/ollice employing the Special
u% ti. rntnl FJnplnyee.

4ppilre. In :dvil.ory commitr e mlnmhibrs inly. Counultrnts and exl rt rleiewers will be rxcluded from participation in
m.I r In n rng firms in wh;ch th1' h h- ;any inter.st.

rM ilil,'lrilr l t f r r'e. ,tti'tr i r Iorth in Scrtion 8 wIll pply.
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

SECRETARY QF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE:

David Mathews Aug. 1975 Present
Caspar W. Weinberger Feb. 1973 Aug. 1975

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH:
Theodore Cooper May 1975 Present
Theodore Cooper (acting) Jan. 1975 May 1975
Charles C. Edwards Mar. 1973 Jan. 1975

COMMISSIONER, FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION:

Alexander M. Schmidt July 1973 Present
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